
 

 

Hubble Connected Sets a New Standard with the Debut of its Innovative 

 “Smart Nursery” Products to Protect, Monitor and Soothe Babies 

 

- Next Generation of Advanced “Connected Nursery” Products; 

 Now Launching in the U.S. During “Baby Safety Month” - 

 

 

 

New York, NY – September 14, 2022 - Hubble Connected, leaders in emotional tech and creators of the 
“connected nursery,” today introduced innovative products engineered to protect, soothe, and help monitor a 
baby’s well-being at all times.  The award-nominated Hubble Connected Nursey Pal Dual Vision Baby Monitor 
($229), Hubble Connected Guardian+ Wearable Baby Movement Monitor ($149), Guardian Cam ($199) and 
Guardian Pro ($299) and Hubble Connected Eclipse ($59) and Eclipse+ ($79) Baby Smart Soothers are all 
available this month.  

The HubbleClub App is the Center of the Hubble Connected Ecosystem  
The free HubbleClub app (available on iOS and Android) innovates the Smart Nursery 
experience by providing one simple location to access all of Hubble Connected’s 
smart products. The App includes tools to help parents care, entertain, educate, and 
stay connected to their child anytime, anywhere. It delivers valuable insights into the 
baby’s growth, development, sleep, routines, nutrition, and well-being. Users can 
customize and control their experience from the palm of their hands.  

These next generation products are all supported by Hubble Connected’s trademark feature ConnectChat™ that 
allows for two-way communication between parent and child as they grow.  

Hubble Connected Founder & Chairman (and father of three), Dino Lalvani, noted: “Hubble Connected is on a 
mission to make the ‘connected nursery’ a part of everyday life for parents around the world, helping to raise 
them in an environment of safety, wellness, and peace of mind. With our new products, we’re bringing together 

https://hubbleconnected.com/


some of today’s most advanced baby monitoring engineering with intelligent AI driven software to provide 
families the best possible solutions to monitor their infants.” 

Hubble Connected’s Next Generation of Products for Today’s Smart Nursery 

The Hubble Connected Nursery Pal Dual Vision, Innovation Award nominee at the 2022 Kind & Jugend Baby 
Show, is a smart HD baby monitor made up of a 5-inch screen parent unit and a 
patent-pending dual lens camera for the baby’s room. The camera simultaneously 
provides close-up and wide-angle viewing, along with AI Motion Tracking. The wide-
angle lens provides a view of the nursery, and the close-up lens provides a zoomed-in 
view. Parents can remotely control the close-up camera with the parent unit and the 
HubbleClub app. The AI Motion Tracking can automatically follow the child’s 
movements by panning and tilting the bottom camera, so parents can keep an eye on 
their little one. Available at Buy Buy Baby, Walmart and Best Buy in stores and online, 
Babylist, Target.com, hubbleconnected.com, amazon.com and additional specialty baby stores. 

 

The Hubble Connected Guardian family models are the ultimate custodian of a baby’s well-being, featuring a 
soft wearable strap with a sensor and a Base Station. The sensor wraps gently and 
comfortably around the baby's ankle and helps parents track sleep quality indicators such 
as heart rate, oxygen levels and child's sleep status. The Guardian+ communicates to the 
Base and the HubbleClub App. The Base also serves as an audio monitor and smart 
soother. It includes a nightlight and speaker that streams hundreds of sleep sounds to 
create bedtime and rise to wake routines. Launching exclusively at Walmart and 
Walmart.com and Hubbleconnected.com. The Guardian family also includes the Guardian 
Cam, which features everything in Guardian, plus a high-definition smart camera, and the 
Guardian Pro, that includes a 5-inch touch screen parent unit -- the first in the movement 
monitoring category.  Guardian Cam and Pro are launching exclusively at Buy Buy Baby 
and buybuybaby.com.    

The Hubble Connected Eclipse and Eclipse+ are smart soothers and Wi-Fi audio 
monitors. Each model comes equipped with a multi-color night light, preloaded lullabies, 
plus hundreds of expert-curated soothing sounds and bedtime stories available in the 
HubbleClub app, creating healthy sleep routines for the entire family.  The Eclipse+ 
includes a wireless charging base so it can be moved room to room. It also includes a 
digital clock and ConnectChat communication. Available at Walmart and Walmart.com, 
Buy Buy Baby, Babylist, Best Buy, Hubbleconnected.com, amazon.com and additional 
specialty baby stores. 

Hubble Connected Elevates Baby Tech with Modern Industrial Design Finish 
In addition to the advanced engineering in the technology, Hubble Connected’s award-winning European 
industrial design team focused on the aesthetics of the products. Each new product features a unique design 
that is both elegant and functional. To ensure a cohesive look for the Hubble Connected ecosystem, all the 
products feature a distinctive unique mesh textile finish.  

### 

About Hubble Connected 
With a mission to empower parents to raise healthy and happy babies, Hubble Connected offers a range of 
smart connected nursery products that aims to keep families connected and ensure child safety. 

Hubble Connected has developed award-winning products and sold over 11 million baby monitors generating 
over $1billion in sales. For more information, please visit www.hubbleconnected.com and follow Hubble 
Connected on Instagram 

 

https://www.buybuybaby.com/store/product/hubble-connected-nursery-pal-dual-vision-5-smart-hd-dual-camera-baby-monitor-in-white/5610090?skuId=69731408&enginename=google&mcid=PS_google_nonbrand_dsacatchall_&product_id=&adtype=&product_channel=&adpos=&creative=231870010241&device=c&matchtype=&network=g&&mcid=PS_google_nonbrand_dsa_&enginename=google&adpos=&creative=231870010241&device=c&matchtype=&network=g&gclid=CjwKCAjw1ICZBhAzEiwAFfvFhGsU4_w0BZXaFdGas3ZiFjoJYETLSkprrcUvQZorOyisbVtquCIUWhoCfdQQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://hubbleconnected.com/products/nursery-pal-dual-vision?_pos=1&_psq=Nursery%20Pal%20Dual%20Vision&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Hubble-Guardian-Wearable-Sleep-Quality-Tracker-with-Wellness-Activity-Indicators/189642100
https://hubbleconnected.com/collections/all/products/hubble-guardian
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Smart-Wi-Fi-Audio-Monitor-and-Soother-with-Night-Light-and-Bluetooth-Speaker/334675565
https://www.buybuybaby.com/store/product/hubble-eclipse-smart-wifi-portable-soother-in-white/5674988?keyword=Hubble+connected+Eclipse&skuId=&wmSkipPwa=1
https://hubbleconnected.com/search?type=product&q=Eclipse*
http://www.hubbleconnected.com/
https://www.instagram.com/hubble.connected/
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Press Contact for Samples or More Information:  Sara Trujillo, sara@trujillopr.com 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/63c3erram0lx7qq/AADv49VCKk_xxr72naZu1bBRa?dl=0

